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第二章旨在通过对合同法第 52 条第 5 项含义、功能的分析，确定合同





































































The relationship between complusory regulations and contract validity is a ever 
lasting topic. Specially, compulsory regulations are gradually eroding the space of 
autonomy of private law in nowadays, therefore, it is very important in theory and in 
practice to coordinate the principle of government supervision and autonomy of 
private law, to identify compulsory regulations and determine the effect of such 
regulations on the validy of contract. The thesis tries to argue the reasonable method 
to determining the validity of contract. The thesis is divided into three chapters except 
for the preamble and the conclusion. 
The first chapter seeks to analyse the connotation and denotation of the 
compulsory regulations and to define the judicial application of the complusory 
regulations.  This chapter points out that the connotation of the complusory 
regulation illustrates its focus on the expression of the significance of the judicial 
application.  Therefore, the denotation of the complusory regulations should be 
determined in the views of judicial application. Multiple divide of civil norms defines 
the denotation of complusory regulations in the view of legislation, which contradicts 
logically, and improperly narrows the denotation of complusory regulations.  
The second chapter analyses the meaning and function of Item 5 of Article 52 of 
the Contract Law and determines normative basis of the contract validity judgement 
method. This chapter points out that Item 5 of Article 52 of the Contract Law provides 
the basis of affecting the contract validity and has dual functins of quote term and 
summarized term. The function of quote term illustrates the neccessary of the 
teleological interpretation, and the function of summarized term provides space for 
the interest measurement, as well as analysing the limitations of the teleological 
interpretation, the categorization and the case law.  
The third chapter aims to demonstrate the use of teleological interpretation, the 













of the contract. This chapter points out that for the aviodance of the subjectivity of the 
teleological interpretation, the judiciary should demonstrate and publicize the 
interpretated teleology. The measurement standard in the interest measurement lacks 
consensus and has the disadvantage of formulation.  Therefore, a more feasible way 
is to summarize the related interest factors to be considered in specific cases by the 
judiciary.  For the categorization of the complusory regulations, summarized 
category should be specific and must be demonstrated, but in the absence of the 
appropriate occasions, the teleological interpretation and the interest measurement are 
still needed to be applied.  After theoretical analysis, the chapter empirically 
analyses the use of such method with examples. 
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